
Chapter 5725

After Victoria’s special plane arrived at Yongzhou Airport,
It was ready to fly directly to Australia without much preparation.
According to the flight plan, they had to replenish fuel in Australia,
And fly to Buenos Aires in one go as they had come.
When Victoria’s plane was taxiing to take off on the right runway of Yongzhou 
Airport,
The private planes taken by Charlie and Maria landed on another runway of 
Yongzhou Airport.
A Mercedes-Benz SUV has been parked in the airport parking lot.
After leaving the airport, Charlie and Maria went straight to the parking lot.
After finding the SUV, Charlie touched the car from the top and inside the left front 
wheel, there was a key.
Then, he unlocked the door with the key,
Got into the car with Maria, and drove straight towards Shiwan Mountain.
Maria, who was in the passenger seat, was feeling a little uneasy.
She felt that Victoria suddenly left the Shiwan Mountains in a hurry,
Which proved that Shiwan Mountains must have risks that neither she nor Charlie 
had encountered.
However, Maria did not persuade Charlie to give up.
Because she knew very well that ever since Charlie met his grandparents,
He had always wanted to know what his parents discovered and experienced back 
then,
And how it was related to his later acquisition of the Nine Mysterious Heavenly 
Scriptures.
Therefore, for Maria herself, since Charlie wanted to find out,
She would accompany him without hesitation.
At this time, Charlie was somewhat worried.
However, the connection between his parents and the secret of immortality and the
sequence of the Nine Mysteries was the key that he had always wanted to explore,
And he couldn’t wait to find out everything hidden in it.
And Shiwan Mountains are most likely the source of all of this.



Therefore, even if it is dangerous, he must go to Shiwan Mountain to find out.
Victoria drove to the Shiwan Mountains yesterday,
But the car disappeared when she left,
And there was no video recording of the car exiting the highway,
So Charlie deduced that she was most likely at a certain node on that section of the
highway.
Where she hides the car while the person exits the highway at that node.
Therefore, Charlie’s plan was to drive to the section of the highway where she 
disappeared.
To see if he could find any traces left by her.
When approaching the section of highway where Victoria disappeared,
Charlie began to release spiritual energy to sense the surroundings,
Especially the valley under the viaduct.
A car weighing two to three tons cannot disappear out of thin air.
The most likely possibility is to hide it in a valley.
After passing through countless tunnels, Charlie suddenly slowed down the car.
He leaned the car on the emergency lane after exiting the expressway,
Pointed to the opposite lane, and said to Maria:
“Victoria should have gone down there, that way.”
Maria asked curiously: “How do you know that master?”
Charlie said: “Her car is below there.”
Maria was slightly startled, and asked,
“Did she jump from here?”
Charlie nodded: “The car should have been dropped first,”
“And then she jumped off.”
Maria quickly asked: “Young master, should you jump from here too…”
Charlie said with a smile:
“Otherwise, you can drive Get off the highway at the next exit,”
“And wait for me in the town, I’ll go down here.”
“No…” Maria subconsciously grabbed Charlie’s hand, and said nervously:
“I want to be with you!”
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